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Category: Illustration

Deadline: April 15, 2024

Website: https://bit.ly/470X9fA

The Hiii Illustration International Competition, now in its eleventh iteration, stands as a globally revered platform in

the field of illustration. Attracting a diverse range of participants, including illustrators, creative professionals,

agencies, educators, and students from all corners of the world, this competition is dedicated to discovering and

celebrating exceptional talent in illustration. With its inception in 2012, the event has steadily grown in prominence,

marking its footprint as a pivotal force in advancing the international illustration landscape.

Spanning over a decade, the Hiii Illustration International Competition has evolved into a beacon of excellence

within the creative industry. It has successfully garnered participation from over 100 countries, receiving more than

26,000 submissions to date. The competition is noted for its extensive scale, showcasing high-quality works that

reflect the current trends and innovations in illustration. The involvement of more than 60 international judges from

five continents each year adds to its prestige, ensuring a broad and inclusive perspective in the evaluation process.

In its 2023 edition, the Hiii Illustration International Competition introduces four distinct categories: A-Commercial,

B-Publishing, C-Children’s Book, and D-Uncommissioned, catering to a wide range of illustrative works. This variety

not only enhances the competition’s appeal but also provides a comprehensive platform for artists to showcase

their unique styles and skills. With a distinguished panel of international judges, the competition is set to select

winners for various prestigious awards, including the Grand Prix, Best of the Best, and Merit Awards. This event is

not just a competition; it’s a celebration of the rich and diverse world of illustration, offering unparalleled exposure

and opportunities for artists worldwide.

Entry fee details are provided to participants who pass the first round of judging.

Eligibility

Open to illustrators, groups, agencies, publishers, teachers, and students globally with works created or published

from April 2021 to April 2024. AI-created or modified works are not accepted.

Prize

https://graphiccompetitions.com/illustration
https://bit.ly/470X9fA


Winners of the Hiii Illustration International Competition gain significant recognition and various benefits. They

receive electronic award certificates (with an option for paper certificates), the right to use the Hiii Illustration label

for their award-winning work, and inclusion in an online exhibition on the Hiiibrand website. Additionally, their work

may be featured in a series of city exhibitions. The Winner Package also includes the Hiii Illustration Trophy, Hiii

Illustration books, a promotional clip for the winners, and media support, offering extensive exposure and acclaim in

the illustration community.
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